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Fake News



Fake News
In an interview with radio host Hugh Hewitt last week, Ryan said he's run a sub-3:00 marathon […] 
Last night, the vice-presidential candidate gave The New Yorker a statement:

“The race was more than 20 years ago, but my brother Tobin – who ran Boston last year – reminds 
me that he is the owner of the fastest marathon in the family and has never himself ran a sub-three. 
If I were to do any rounding, it would certainly be to four hours, not three. He gave me a good 
ribbing over this at dinner tonight.”

Runners – and Mr. Ryan says he continues to be one – also just don’t forget race times. They talk 
about them with their friends; they think about them when running.

Source: Nicholas Thompson: LIE OR MISTAKE? PAUL RYAN’S MARATHONING PAST. The New Yorker, September 1, 2012 
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Auf der Suche nach Bedeutung und Sinn...
We have the same problem for virtually any language...



Who is it?
“I like to drive. I can't drive any more.”

“Hey, I’m a nationalist and a globalist. I’m both.”

“I’ve actually been an activist Democrat and Republican”

When I have to build a hotel, we're bombing the hell out of them. Lots of money. To those suffering, I say vote for 
Donald. #SyriaStrikes

[My next gag order will be on] journalism. They're the problem. I'll educate our country and get rid of politics. 
@RVAwonk #globalgagrule

Here's the thing, I horribly abuse women and LGBT citizens. You know that better than anybody. That's my plan to 
win.@UlrichJvV #ElectionDay
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● Entities “make sense” in order for humans to make sense of text - 

i.e., they provide useful anchor points to build interpretable semantic 
representations of sentences and documents
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performance on a wide range of complex tasks (as opposed to 
distributional methods)...



So why Entities?!
● Entities “make sense” in order for humans to make sense of text - 

i.e., they provide useful anchor points to build interpretable semantic 
representations of sentences and documents

● Knowledge-rich or entity-based NLP models might not yield the best 
performance on a wide range of complex tasks (as opposed to 
distributional methods)...

● … BUT they are quite useful when interacting with users (because of 
interpretability)!



Reference Knowledge Bases

… and many others!



Entity Linking Tools

… and many others!



Three Tasks
1. Query-based entity ranking

2. Building entity-centric event collections

3. Entity-aspect linking



Web Search: What is Running?
Let’s start with one of the most popular 
high-end tasks: Web search
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Web Search: What is Running?
Let’s start with one of the most popular 
high-end tasks: Web search

Query „running technique“

2018 => featured snippets
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Entity Retrieval for General Web Queries
Michael Schuhmacher, Laura Dietz, Simone Paolo Ponzetto: Ranking Entities for 
Web Queries Through Text and Knowledge. CIKM 2015: 1461-1470



Entity Retrieval for General Web Queries
What we want:

● Retrieve entities for general web query 
“Argentine British relationships” (TREC Web Track)

Michael Schuhmacher, Laura Dietz, Simone Paolo Ponzetto: Ranking Entities for 
Web Queries Through Text and Knowledge. CIKM 2015: 1461-1470
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Entity Retrieval for General Web Queries

What we not aim for:

● Answer single entity queries: “Jonas Salk”
● Answer entity type queries

“European countries where I can pay with Euros” (INEX)

What we want:

● Retrieve entities for general web query 
“Argentine British relationships” (TREC Web Track)

How we do it: 

1. Retrieve Documents
2. Extract and Re-rank Entities

Michael Schuhmacher, Laura Dietz, Simone Paolo Ponzetto: Ranking Entities for 
Web Queries Through Text and Knowledge. CIKM 2015: 1461-1470



Running Example



Research Question and Experimental Framework

Given: The extracted entities

Question: Which features are helpful for ranking?



Research Question and Experimental Framework

Method Framework: Learning-to-Rank  (LTR)

● Entity Relevance Features
● Labeled Data Set
● LTR Method

Given: The extracted entities

Question: Which features are helpful for ranking?



Entity Ranking Features in our LTR Setting
Learning-to-Rank  (LTR)

● Entity Relevance Features

1. Mention Features

2. Query-Mention Features

3. Query-Entity Features

4. Entity-Entity Features

● Labeled Data Set

● LTR Method



Mention Features
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Argentine threat to UK  over S Atlantic fishing
Mr Guido di Tella, foreign minister, said: 'Britain will pay a very 
high price for this joke.‘
 

Argentina is still pained by its defeat in 
the Falklands conflict
Buenos Aires believes growing British exports and investments 
will help reduce the Falklanders' suspicions of all things 
Argentine.

United_Kingdom

Query Ranked Documents Mentions Entities

Survey of Argentina: Nafta option shelved - Plans for 
Mercosur are well advanced
More importantly, Argentina's new foreign policy - reflected [..] in 
its participation in United Nations forces in Cyprus, Bosnia and 
the Gulf - has been enthusiastically welcomed in Washington. […]
Mr Menem often repeats his prediction that the Falkland Islands - 
over which the UK and Argentina fought a brief war in 1982 - will 
be Argentine by the year 2000. United_Nations

British

UK

United Nation

UK

# 3

# 1



Query-Mention Features

United_KingdomBritish

1.0

United_KingdomUK

0.8
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Query-Entity Features (Query -> Entity Linker -> Entities)

United_Kingdom
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Entity 
Linker

Carlos_Menem

Argentina

0.2

EntitiesQuery Ranked Documents Mentions

Argentina

1.0
…

dbo:nationality



Query-Entity Features (Query -> Wikipedia Index)

United_Kingdom

Entities

2.6
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Wiki Index:
Article full text, 

entity types 
(WikiSDM)

Carlos_Menem

Query Ranked Documents Mentions



Entity-Entity Features (using Dbpedia to compare entities)

Falkland_Islands_
sovereignty_dispute

United_Kingdom

@UK

Argentina

Falkland_Islands

Falklands_War

United_Nations

Carlos_Menem

…

Argentina_national_
rugby_union_team

Ranked Documents Mentions EntitiesQuery



Entity-Entity Features (using Dbpedia to compare entities)

Argentina

Falkland_Islands

Falklands_War

Carlos_Menem

Carlos Menem dbo:nationality Argentina 

Falklands_War dbo:place Falkland_Islands

Entities



REWQ Datasets
Learning-to-Rank  (LTR)

● Entity Relevance Features

● Labeled Data Set

● LTR Method

REWQ Robust04 REWQ Clueweb12
Doc collection TREC Disk4+5 ClueWeb12
Queries TREC Robust Track 

‘04
TREC Web Track 
‘13/14

# queries 25 22
Doc retrieval EQFE (w/ entities) SDM (text-only)
Top-k docs 19 20
Top-k entities 50 all
Entity linker KB Bridge FACC1
GS annotations graded, 1-5 binary 0/1



Learning Algorithms
Learning-to-Rank  (LTR)

● Entity Relevance Features

● Labeled Data Set

● LTR Method

Ranking SVM RankLib
LTR type Pairwise Listwise
Method/Impl. Joachims Ranking 

SVM
RankLib Coordinate 
Asc

Optimized metric Disordered pairs MAP



Retrieved Ranking for REWQ Rob04 (selected examples)

gt ndcg query top-1 entity top-2 entity top-3 entity
5.0 .895 schengen agreement Schengen_

Agreement
Schengen_Area Schengen_

Information_
System

.. .. … … … …
4.3 .879 poliomyelitis and 

post polio
Poliomyelitis Polio_vaccine Jonas_Salk

.. .. … … … …
3.3 .748 argentine british relations Foreign_relations_

of_Argentina
Argentina_national_rugb
y_team

Falklands_War

.. .. … … … …
1.9 .966 agoraphobia Charles_M._Schulz Snoopy  UGM-27_Polaris



Overall Results on REWQ Robust04



Feature Ablation Study (leave one-out) on REWQ Robust04



The Story so Far… Michael Schuhmacher, Laura Dietz, Simone Paolo Ponzetto: Ranking Entities for 
Web Queries Through Text and Knowledge. CIKM 2015: 1461-1470
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The Story so Far…
We contributed an in-depth study of doc-based entity ranking

● Combing document with entity retrieval gives overall high NDCG/MAP
● Two simple, but complementary feature are already helpful

○ Document-based: Mention frequency in query-specific documents (MenFrqIdf) 
○ Knowledge-based: Full-text SDM on Wikipedia (WikiSDM)

Michael Schuhmacher, Laura Dietz, Simone Paolo Ponzetto: Ranking Entities for 
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The Story so Far…
We contributed an in-depth study of doc-based entity ranking

● Combing document with entity retrieval gives overall high NDCG/MAP
● Two simple, but complementary feature are already helpful

○ Document-based: Mention frequency in query-specific documents (MenFrqIdf) 
○ Knowledge-based: Full-text SDM on Wikipedia (WikiSDM)

● We created two new gold standards for query-specific entity ranking

REWQ datasets available at http://rewq.dwslab.de

Michael Schuhmacher, Laura Dietz, Simone Paolo Ponzetto: Ranking Entities for 
Web Queries Through Text and Knowledge. CIKM 2015: 1461-1470



Building Entity-Centric Event Collections
Federico Nanni, Simone Paolo Ponzetto, Laura Dietz:
Building Entity-Centric Event Collections. JCDL 2017: 199-208



Building Entity-Centric Event Collections

Part of a larger research project in collaboration with:

- Federico Nanni (DWS Group Mannheim)

- Laura Dietz (University of New Hampshire)

- Nikolay Marinov (University of Houston)

Federico Nanni, Simone Paolo Ponzetto, Laura Dietz:
Building Entity-Centric Event Collections. JCDL 2017: 199-208



Building Entity-Centric Event Collections

Part of a larger research project in collaboration with:

- Federico Nanni (DWS Group Mannheim)

- Laura Dietz (University of New Hampshire)

- Nikolay Marinov (University of Houston)

Overall focus: using information from text and knowledge graphs to support 
research in international relations.

Federico Nanni, Simone Paolo Ponzetto, Laura Dietz:
Building Entity-Centric Event Collections. JCDL 2017: 199-208



Political Scientists Study Events



Named Events



Named Events

Different from Event Extraction!

In 2004, as part of the Orange Revolution, the constitution was changed.
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Named Events



Understanding how/whether international events have 
been discussed and perceived by politicians, media, 
society.

Retrospective Analyses



Retrospective Analyses
Understanding how/whether international events have 
been discussed and perceived by politicians, media, 
society.



Current Solution
Document filtering: collect all documents 
that contain the event-name.
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you risk missing its early stages.
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Our Approach
Using related concepts and entities to retrieve a 
comprehensive set of relevant documents.



Using related concepts and entities to retrieve a 
comprehensive set of relevant documents.

Our Approach

KievYulia Tymoshenko Russia



Our Approach
Using related concepts and entities to retrieve a 
comprehensive set of relevant documents.



Case Studies
Types of event:

1) 15 unexpected elections 
2) 15 political crises
3) 15 civil wars

Datasets:

1) New York Times Corpus
2) US Congressional Record
3) TREC KBA Stream Corpus



Our Approach
Using related concepts and entities to retrieve a 
comprehensive set of relevant documents.



Collecting Entities
Collect relevant entities from:

a) An initial pool of relevant documents (all entities mentioned in the 
context of the event-name).

b) Wikipedia page of the event, as outlinks. 
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Our Approach
Using related concepts and entities to retrieve a 
comprehensive set of relevant documents.



Ranking Entities
We use RDF2Vec (Ristoski et al., 2016) and rank by the cosine 
similarity of vector representation for each entity and the event.
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Our Approach
Using related concepts and entities to retrieve a 
comprehensive set of relevant documents.



Getting Contextual Passages
For each relevant entity, we collect a text snippet from the Wikipedia page 
of the event by retrieving the first passage (i.e., three sentences) that 
contains a mention of the entity.
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Query Expansion Approaches
Place

Entities

Passages (i.e., entities in context)

GloVe vector representation of Entities

GloVe vector representation of Passages (our-light)

All combined with Learning to Rank (our-full)



Baselines
Event-name

Wikipedia BoW

Contextual passages BoW



Evaluation on NY Times



Evaluation on US Congressional Record
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% of Docs Missed Using the Event-Name



Qualitative Study on TREC KBA



The story so far 2… Federico Nanni, Simone Paolo Ponzetto, Laura Dietz:
Building Entity-Centric Event Collections. JCDL 2017: 199-208



The story so far 2…
To build comprehensive event-collections it is essential to use a combination 
of relevant entities and concepts.
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The story so far 2…
To build comprehensive event-collections it is essential to use a combination 
of relevant entities and concepts.

This is particularly true when studying the premises and early-stages of events 
such as political crises.

Data, resources, etc. @ http://federiconanni.com/event-collections/

Federico Nanni, Simone Paolo Ponzetto, Laura Dietz:
Building Entity-Centric Event Collections. JCDL 2017: 199-208



The story so far 2…
To build comprehensive event-collections it is essential to use a combination 
of relevant entities and concepts.

This is particularly true when studying the premises and early-stages of events 
such as political crises.

Data, resources, etc. @ http://federiconanni.com/event-collections/

Next Step: Identifying entity-aspects and topics for improving event-related 
document retrieval and collection building.

Federico Nanni, Simone Paolo Ponzetto, Laura Dietz:
Building Entity-Centric Event Collections. JCDL 2017: 199-208
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Entity-Aspect Linking: A Few More Examples



Entity-Aspect Linking

Given: an entity-mention in context (e.g., tweet, sentence or paragraph)

Return: a link to one from a set of predefined aspects that captures the 
addressed topic
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Entity-Aspect Linking

Given: an entity-mention in context (e.g., tweet, sentence or paragraph

Return: a link to one from a set of predefined aspects that captures the 
addressed topic

● Each entity aspect is accompanied by a textual description and heading
● We focus on Wikipedia as reference resource, i.e., each top-level section of 

a Wikipedia page defines one of the entity’s specific aspects

Federico Nanni, Simone Paolo Ponzetto, Laura Dietz: 
Entity-Aspect Linking: Providing Fine-Grained Semantics of 
Entities in Context. JCDL 2018: 49-58
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Features
Sparse vector representations

● tf-idf (cs): vanilla VSM (TF-IDF, cosine)
● BM25: Okapi BM25 score

Dense vector representations

● w-emb (cs): cosine with pre-trained word embeddings (GloVe, 300d)
● ent-emb (cs): cosine with pre-trained entity embeddings (RDF2Vec, 500d)



Bringing it All Together...

● Similarities and relevance scores are input to a list-wise learning-to-rank 
(L2R) algorithm

● We optimize for P@1 using coordinate ascent with linear normalization



Cool, But Are Entity-Aspects Useful? 
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Organizing Tweet Collections in Sub-Topics

Classify tweets into any of the 8 aspects from the Wikipedia page Issues in 
the United Kingdom European Union Membership Referendum, 2016
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Entity-Aspect Linking

1. A New perspective on entity linking.

2. Aimed at providing fine-grained information on entities in context.

3. Useful for downstream tasks.

Data, resources, etc. @ http://federiconanni.com/entity-aspect-linking/

Federico Nanni, Simone Paolo Ponzetto, Laura Dietz: 
Entity-Aspect Linking: Providing Fine-Grained Semantics of 
Entities in Context. JCDL 2018: 49-58
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Future Work
● Combine symbolic, explicit semantic (e.g., ontological) information with 

statistical, distributional semantic representations of concepts, entities, 
and their relations (cf. our JOIN-T DFG project)

● Leverage not-so-recent-anymore advances on dense semantic spaces 
(e.g., neural embeddings)

● Keep on working on downstream applications (semantic indexing, search, 
summarization, etc.)



That’s it Folks!
● Entities are essential for a wide 

range of high-end tasks that 
involve end users

● “Think outside the box” and come 
up with way to exploit entities for 
real-world applications!

● As usual for great research topics, 
we are left with more questions 
than answers

● Data, resources, etc. @ 

dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de


